
College Prep Sophomore English Summer Reading Assignments 2018 and 2019 

 

You will read the following novel this summer: Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini. These summer 

assignments will be collected the first full day of school.  

 

Assignment #1: Annotations 

As you read, spend time annotating and marking significant passages (with sticky notes and/or 

marginal notes, etc.). At least three margin comments a chapter.  

 

Highlighting doesn’t count as an annotation.  Consider annotating about the following: 

 

 Characters  –  Are any of the characters redeemable?  

 Write reflections/reactions/comments. Make connections with films and current 

events. 

 Examine symbols; patterns/repetitions; motifs. Consider the significance of 

pomegranate trees and scars and kites.  

 Are there any scenes that seem to parallel each other? Why do you think Hosseini 

might be making some parallel? 

 Consider the meaning of the novel’s title.  

 How effective is the ending of the book? 
 

Assignment #2: Close Reading and Response 

 

Choose three passages/quotes from each of the novels. 

These passages/quotes must be no more than a page in length and no shorter than two 

sentences.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

You should choose one passage from the beginning of the novel, the middle of the novel, 

and the end of the novel. Retype the passages/quotes and indicate in MLA format where in the 

novel these are found.  

 

Following each passage/quote, discuss in one to two well-written paragraphs how the passage 

fits into the structure of the novel. What literary merit do you find in the passage in regards to 

any of the following literary elements: 

o Characterization 

o Setting 

o Motifs and symbols 

o Archetypes 

o Plot structure 

o Themes 

o Figurative language (metaphor, simile, etc.) 

 

Please note: The Summer Reading Assignments must be completed individually; this is not a group 

project. In addition, your work should not rely on the use of research, Spark Notes , Cliff’s 

Notes (or other note sources), Internet sources, or work from students who have previously 

taken the class. The Stratford Academy’s Honor Code is in effect with these assignments.   

 



 


